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Compact 5000 MKII  

Insurance Cash Rating £5,000 (Jewellery £50,000) 

A range of safes in 8 sizes, suitable for the home and business 
premises. 
The overall body thickness is 50mm and the cavity between the inner 
and outer bodies includes bolt deflectors and is packed with a fire and 
burglary resistant monolith.  Fire tested to BS476 Part 20. 
 
The door plate is 10mm thick and the overall door thickness is 85mm.  
The bolt work has 28mm bolts that engage deep into the body of the 
safe with rear fixed dog bolts. 
 
The bolt work is secured by a double bitted 8-lever keylock (certified to 
EN1300) and a live relocking device protected by a hardened drill 
resisting plate. 
When the relocker moves into position, the safe is effectively locked in 
two different places. 
 
Supplied standard: keylocking with 2 x keys, base fixing and 1 x 
adjustable shelf. 
 
Locking Options include:  mechanical (dial) combinations, electronic 
combinations, time locks, time delay locks and the facility for dual 
locking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Model External Dimensions Internal Dimensions Weight Volume 

  H (mm) W (mm) D (mm) H (mm) W (mm) D (mm) KG LTR 
COM00 380  328  359  280  228  222  87  14.5 
COM0 405 532 486 305 432 349 160 46 
COM1 481 430 429 381 330 292 150 36.5 
COM2 608 430 429 508 330 292 170 49 
COM3 735 532 556 635 432 419 275 115 
COM4 862 557 594 762 457 457 318 159 
 COM5 989 608 645 889 508 508 395 229 
COM6 1370 608 645 1270 508 508 525 328 

 
*Cash ratings are guide lines only.  Please check with your insurance company.**Please note that external depths do NOT include handle and hinges (please allow an extra 
65mm).  All weights and sizes are approximate and Dudley Safes Ltd reserves the right to change specifications without notice. Colour is flake grey unless otherwise 
specified. For dimensions of the safe with the door open, please visit www.dudleysafes.com/support.aspx 

http://www.dudleysafes.com/support.aspx�

